
The ultimate guide to your

Wedding photography



go on and
grab a coffee!

Firstly, thank you so much for choosing us to capture your special day!

We want you to be as relaxed as can be on the big day so here is our little

guide in what to expect from us and how we work. So grab a coffee (or a

hot chocolate if you, like us, have a sweet tooth!) and have a good mooch

though the pages!

Coming up:

~ Whats next?
~ Getting to know you

~ Details
~ Bridal Prep
~ The light

~ Keeping track of time
~ Photo Requests
~ First Look

~ Unpluggedweddings
~ The Ceremony
~ Portraits

~ Groups and Formals
~ Candids

~ Dinner and Beyond
~ Speeches

~ First Dance
~ Rain

~ Looking your best
~ Small tips

~ Favourite Suppliers



Well you can tick booking your photographer off the list! If you need any suggestions of

other vendors including videographers, florists or cake makers, we’d be happy to help you

out! Please check out some of our favorite vendors at the bottom of this guide. We’ve been

to quite a few weddings over the last several years, and have picked up some tips to ensure

that your day goes as smoothly as planned, and is everything you wished for. This guide is

here to answer any queries you might have and hopefully will put your mind at ease about

the day ahead.

what s next?

When we show up at your wedding that morning, we want you to feel like we know each

other. We want you to be as relaxed as you can be on one of the greatest days of your life!

That way, we can blend in seamlessly on the day. Whether it be through FB, instagram or

email, feel free to follow us and keep in contact up to and after the big day! We love hearing

what our couples are up to. Plus it gives us a good perspective on how you guys are and

helps in how we capture you both on the day.

getting toknowyou

If you have any special little details you need us to photograph on the day, please let us

know! You may have some personalized handmade items that you want captured. Also

please note - don’t let yourself get overwhelmed by all the little details on the run up to the

day. On the day you’ll be floating on a fluffy cloud of happiness and will be so busy

mingling with loved ones, you probably won’t even notice them! So enjoy the process

leading up to it - it’ll be one great big fabulous party!

details



Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength,
while loving someone deeply gives you courage.

Lao Tzu



bridal prep
So you already know to allow plenty of time for getting ready with your girls, but what

about getting the best out of your photos during this time? Wherever you are getting ready,

try to find a room with plenty of space and light. Not only will this make your photos look

softer and more flattering, but your stylists will thank you for it too. Try and set up as close

to a window as possible. Windows act as big soft-boxes and will create soft, flattering light.

Try and have the room you’re getting dressed in kept clear and clean. Designate an area of

the room to ‘dump’ any clutter: handbags, toiletries, shopping bags, fast food wrappers and

energy drink cans, and anything else that you don’t want to see in the background of your

photos!

We will more than likely be using this room for detail shots of your dress and shoes while

you’re getting hair and makeup done. This is the first thing we usually do when we arrive.

Make sure your dress is out of its wrapper and easily accessible, so that it can be moved if

necessary. Traditional locations to hang your dress are in doorways or in front of windows,

unless you want to get creative (it’s not unheard of for dresses to be photographed in trees

or on fences!). It’s well worth investing in a nice fabric hanger, if your wedding dress

designer didn’t supply one already. It’s easy to overlook that black plastic hanger but it will

make a world of difference when you see your photographs.

Buy yourself and your bridesmaids some nice silky dressing gowns for when you’re getting

ready – they will look great in your photos and it’s a nice gift too.

Have food delivered to your room. It may be hectic, but take the time to have a bite before

the wedding, since it will be a while before you have the opportunity to nourish yourself

during the reception.

If your husband/wife to be has given you a gift, if you can, try and wait until we’ve arrived

so we can get some great shots of you opening it. Try and avoid having a fake tan done, as

they tend to make people look orange, unfortunately. Speak to your make-up artist about

achieving the right colour for your skin and something that will give you a glow rather than

going the fake tan route. In the photos we want to aim for nice creamy skin ones, rather

than unflattering orange hues.

When having your hair trial and, in particular if you have a long fringe, speak to your hair-

dresser about trying to keep that long fringe off your face. Not only will it annoy you all day

with the flicking of it, but it makes it hard to get a nice photo of your beautiful face.

Prepare an emergency bridal kit with clear nail polish, mints, a sewing kit, stain treater, eye

drops, safety pins, bobby pins, pain reliever and mini deodorant.

We like to spend an hour and a half at the bride prep. This gives us ample time to capture

details and lots of getting ready moments! Be sure to give yourself plenty of time. Allowing

50% more time for hair and makeup than you originally anticipated alleviates the number

one reason wedding schedules end up running late. Try to have your makeup done at least

second to last so you’re not rushing into the dress. Believe us, that last hour zooms by! You

want to be happy and excited getting into the dress, not frantic and stressed. It’ll also allow

you a little extra time for some shots with family before we leave ahead of you.

We will leave 30 minutes before the bride so that we can get to the ceremony, set up,

capture the sense of place, and a few of the guests arriving before the bride arrives. We will

be waiting outside to capture her pulling up.



the light
Whilst this may be one of the last things on your mind when planning your wedding, light

could not be more important to a photographer. It is the basis of all photography and will

make or break an image. We live for beautiful light!

If you want to get the best out of your wedding photos, it’s worth taking this into

consideration.

Think about the time of year and day your ceremony takes place. It gets dark early from

October on so consider this when booking your ceremony. Churches tend to be dark and

venues have certain artificial lighting so try to have your ceremony early in the day when

you have natural light streaming in the windows.

If you want to have your portraits after the ceremony, (as is usual) think about whether it

will still be bright out. We’d recommend at least a 12pm ceremony in Winter. Also, again as

time is of the essence, it may be a good idea to arrive to the ceremony as on time as you

can.

When choosing a venue, try to avoid dark rooms with few windows. Look for as much light

as possible. We work mostly with natural light, as it is the softest and most flattering.

A lot of people think that a bright sunny day will ensure lovely photos. However, in reality,

it creates harsh shadows and sweaty, squinty faces! If you are lucky enough to get sun-

shine on your big day, keep an eye out for shady areas at your venue for group shots. Avoid

planning any outdoor group shots at midday when the sun is highest in the sky. If you’re

planning a mostly outdoor wedding, the best light is achieved during the ‘golden hour’,

normally 1-2 hours before sunset.

One final thing to consider is your evening entertainment. If you’re thinking of hiring a DJ,

chances are they will use some sort of lighting rig to liven up the dance floor. Whilst this is

great for creating a fun party atmosphere, it can wreak havoc with your photographs by

casting coloured lights and spots all over the place, so we would strongly suggest asking

your DJ to use neutral lighting during your first dance.



Timing and organization are vital to any wedding, and not just when it comes to your

photographs. Speaking from experience, the two biggest causes for lateness (other than the

groom leaving the rings at home!) are hair & make-up, and group shots. Both of these can

be easily remedied, and often before your big day actually arrives.

Hair & make-up are undoubtedly an important element of your day, but it is very easy to

lose track of time. This part of the day often overruns, which makes you late for everything

else and causes stress, which is the last thing you want! We have two suggestions that may

help. Firstly, have a dress rehearsal, which gives you a chance to time how long the process

is likely to take. Secondly, and this may sound sneaky, give your stylist a deadline that is

30-45 minutes earlier than when you actually need to be ready. That way you account for

any slight delays that might occur.

Group shots can be a huge drain on your time and patience, but with a little bit of

organization and planning ahead, you can keep things easy and stress free. Check out the

section on groups and formals for tips on how to manage your groups. Before your wedding

day be sure to talk to your partner and be sure who you want in these shots, and how

many

groups you plan on having. Once you have decided you can then let us know so that we can

gauge how much time we’ll need. Keep hold of that list and, using the help of a friend or

relative, you’ll be able to get everybody together quickly and easily, which means you’ll have

more time for enjoying yourself.

keeping track of time

If there are any photos you really really want, please include them in the questionnaire.

Please don’t list everything for the day as we already cover it. We just need the specific ones

that are important to you, such as a shot of you and your nana, favorite aunt etc. Also, if

there are any surprises in store, like performers or fi reworks and such things, please let

us know!

photo requests



Umm… a first what? Originating from across the pond in the US, a First Look is a concept

where the bride and groom get to see each other for the first time before they walk down the

aisle and tie the knot, usually in a private, intimate setting. Some couples are horrified at

the thought of breaking with tradition and seeing each other before the ceremony, but bear

with us because there are a lot of benefits to this concept.

Still with us? Great! A First Look is a really exciting concept for any couple willing to break

the mould, and here are the reasons why:

It’s a private and special occasion, full of raw, genuine emotion where the two of you can

snatch a few precious moments alone together in an otherwise busy day. You’ll get to see

each other for the first time, all dressed up, and really drink everything in, taking the time

to remind yourselves of why you’re both there.

There’s no rush or pressure of other eyes watching you (other than your photographers of

course). If you break out in a sweat at the thought of walking down the aisle with all eyes

on you, being the centre of attention, then this can be the perfect opportunity to relax, calm

each other’s nerves and fully appreciate each other without that added pressure.

For anybody worried that it might detract from the ceremony and walking down the aisle,

just remember that just because you’ve seen each other, doesn’t mean anybody else has.

The room will still be overflowing with emotion when your parents, bridesmaids, and guests

all see you come together to tie the knot.

You can introduce a fun, surprise element which tells a great story. Perhaps blindfold the

groom? Or sneak up behind the bride for a surprise kiss? Get creative, and you’ll get a great

sequence of images out of it. Don’t be afraid to get emotional, it will only add to the

atmosphere (plus make-up can always be touched up before the ceremony starts!).

If what you really want to do after your ceremony is celebrate with your friends and family

catching up over bubbly and canapés, rather than spending an hour away from them for

photographs, it is a terrific opportunity to get those gorgeous couple shots, while still

allowing you to enjoy the rest of the day with your guests.

Of course, it’s not for everyone. If you’re a traditionalist then the moment of walking down

the aisle and seeing each other for the first time is probably one of the most important

moments of your wedding day. What’s important is that you and your other half discuss

things and make sure you are both comfortable and happy before making any decisions.

first look



So, what exactly IS an unplugged wedding?

It’s when couples ask their guests to refrain from using phones or cameras during the

ceremony and other important parts of the day so that they may remain fully present during

the festivities and actually participate. I think this is great because in this day and age, with

Instagram, Snapchat, Facebook, etc taking up so much of our time, we all feel like

everywhere we go, we have to take pictures of whatever we’re doing. I’m guilty of this too!

By keeping your wedding unplugged and encouraging guests to put down their devices,

guests will be more engaged in the day itself. Besides, since you hired an awesome

professional photographer to capture your day, you can be sure that you’ll have more than

enough photos to remember the day and share with your guests!!

A friend of mine told me about a wedding she shot where there were people standing in the

aisle trying to get “the” shot of the bride coming down the aisle and THE GROOM COULD

NOT SEE THE BRIDE. WHAT?? That is tragic, people! That’s not just an image you’ll never

get to see, it’s a moment…a MEMORY taken away from both bride and groom. Something

they have looked forward to their entire lives. If that doesn’t make the case for unplugged

weddings, I’m not sure what could!

If you are planning to get those print, best way to go and buy a design in Etsy website and

search for ‘Unplugged Wedding Sign’, Cheaper to print your home print OR Any print shops,

for large print (Reads.ie do a good deal)

Frame Mass Booklet

unpluggedweddings



Find out what the rules for photographs are at the ceremony location. All venues are

different, with some restricting the location of photographs and even the time in which they

are permitted. We like to stand /crouch up at the top right hand corner, and at the back

during the ceremony. We use long lenses and no flash so that we are not intrusive to the

ceremony itself. Now, some places don’t allow this so please be sure to check in advance

with your priest/officiant etc. If it’s not allowed, you’ll need to reconsider your plans or

explain to them how discreet we are and hope that they accept.

Also, maybe consider asking guests to refrain from picture taking during the ceremony. The

last thing you want is the professional shot blocked by an iPad coming up the aisle! We’re

not opposed to having guests taking photos at weddings, but sometimes there are very

special moments in life that happen once and you won’t get back.

Don’t walk too fast down the aisle , leave plenty of space between each of your bridesmaids

so we can get a clear shot of each of you. The same when you are walking back down the

aisle after the ceremony - keep it relatively slow! Savour the moment!

If you’re having an outdoor ceremony, try and avoid being out in the full blazing sun if

possible. If you can hold the ceremony under a nice shaded tree, but be careful of dappled

light.

the ceremony

If you choose to greet your guests immediately after the ceremony, please factor at least

45-60 minutes for this into your wedding schedule. Alternatively, and if the venue allows

confetti, we sometimes whisk the bride and groom to the side of the church and arrange the

guests to form a path, which the newlyweds walk through and have confetti thrown on

them as they pass. It’s a great opportunity for some wonderful photographs, and gives your

guests a chance to see you up close and personal. At the end of the path, the bride and

groom depart for their photographs. This set up takes at most 20 minutes, as opposed

to the hour a traditional greeting line can take.

greeting line



That list alone takes minimum half an hour. If planning additional photos, please allow 5

minutes for groups of less than 6 people, and for larger groups allow 10 minutes. Also,

please bear in mind that if you want a large group photo of all the guests this will take half

an hour by the time you’ve found people at the bar/ their bedroom, to get them into place

etc. If you plan on a large group shot, having a couple of helpers on hand to organise the

groups can be a godsend. Make your ushers earn their keep! Pick somebody who is likely to

know who’s who, and make sure they have a good strong voice to keep everyone in check.

Be sure to let us know your groups shot ‘wish list’ well in advance so that we can ensure

enough time for them, and whilst we are more than happy to indulge friends & relatives

with impromptu group shots, try not to let guests get carried away as it eats into the time

we could be spending capturing the candids and the details of your day!

It is just something to consider when planning the day. It is your day, and we would never

want for you to feel we are telling you what to do, but we just want to share our experiences

so that you have the best day possible. If mingling with your guests during the drinks

reception is something you’re really looking forward to, you don’t really want to be stood

getting photo after photo taken for an hour.

Light – this is a main priority, then location. If a great location and pretty background is in

full sunlight or the lighting is really dull then we’re likely not to use it . Photographing in

full sunlight can cause harsh shadows and squinting. If it is a sunny day we are more than

likely to photograph you in the shade. It will look a zillion times better. We like to take the

shots of the newlyweds straight after the ceremony, whether this be at the venue or at a

predetermined location. Please allow at least 45 minutes for these, excluding any travel

times.

portraits

Photography styles have changed so much over the past few years, but one thing that every

bride and groom will always want is group shots, and for good reason. Weddings are one of

the only occasions where you have a chance to celebrate surrounded by all of your loved

ones, and you’ll want to remember that!

Timing is vital. The less time you need for group shots, the longer you can spend having

fun! We would recommend setting aside approximately 45 minutes for them, as they always

tend to overrun. We encourage our couples to keep group photos to a minimum, as they

always take far longer than you might think. It normally takes about half an hour to do ten

photographs of small groups. This might seem like a hugely long time, but by the time it

takes for people to totter over in heels, granny/granddad to make their way over and

the inevitable chatting and congratulations between the people in each group, these

photographs always take much longer than you think. Normally we advise keeping them to

the immediate family such as:

B&Gwith B Mum and Dad
B&Gwith B Mum and Dad & siblings and partners
B&Gwith B Nana and grandad
B&Gwith G Mum and Dad
B&Gwith G Mum and Dad & siblings and partners
B&Gwith G Nana and grandad
Gwith groomsmen
Bwith bridesmaids
B&Gwith bridal party

group and formals

GROUP PHOTOS

Make sure your best-man and chief bridesmaid know what group photos you want

and who you want in them. The job of rounding up the groups can fall to them on

the day so it is something you don’t need to worry about.



When you realize youwant to spend the rest of your
life with somebody, youwant the rest of your life to

start as soon as possible.

When Harry Met Sally



After portraits are done, we will float around and take candids of your guests.

We like to observe just as much we photograph so we’ll be watching people and their body

language to capture them in some lovely natural moments. I love capturing these images as

the guests usually don’t notice us and it’s a great opportunity to get genuine reactions.

candids

We are usually asked to stay until the beginning of the meal being served. If speeches are

beforehand, we will stay to capture them. Sometimes we are wanted to capture all the

shenanigans on the dance floor. In this case, we won’t be taking photos during the meal as

it’s a time for a quick rest and we’re pretty sure nobody wants their photos taken while

eating! With regards to food, some venues don’t have any other place to go and eat in which

case we would request a meal of any kind to prevent us from fainting! It’s a long day so we’d

appreciate any meal.

dinner and beyond

Speeches are a great time to get some lovely emotional photos of laughter and tears. Again

we use a long lens so we don’t distract anyone. Speeches can occur at several different

times of the day. One of our favorite times is during the drinks reception when everyone is

standing around with a drink in hand. This also negates any nerves the father or anyone

else may have before dinner! Other speech times are just before the starter, between starter

and main, after main, or after the whole dinner. A few things to think about are table

dressings and positions for speeches. If you can help it, try not to have tall centre pieces as

they can hinder views to the people giving speeches.

speeches



Please let us know 5-10 mins in advance that you’ll be having your first dance so we can

get into position. Try to have the first dance between the two of you for the majority of the

song to give us ample time to get some good shots before the bridal party hits the floor! We

like to stay for around 2 songs after the first dance to get some classic shots of the guests

having a blast. Any more after that and things get messy and no one wants those shots - so

have a blast! Again, if you could please ask your band or DJ to use neutral lighting for your

first dance, we promise it will make all the difference to your photos.

first dance

Rain does not have to ruin your big day. Sure, it’s not ideal, especially if you’re planning an

outdoor wedding, but there are ways of making it work to your advantage. As always,

planning ahead can be a godsend; have an umbrella or two ready nearby, even a pair of

wellies if need be. They can be used as fun props as well as saving you from getting soaked

or muddy. Make sure your umbrella is a neutral colour, preferably white, to match your

dress or colour scheme, and you can’t go wrong. You can pick these up relatively cheaply

online, so consider picking up a few for your bridesmaids and ushers too.

If you’ve planned group shots outside and it starts to rain, have a plan B. If your venue

doesn’t offer a large indoor area you may have to be prepared to cut down on the group

sizes- the same goes for freezing cold weather and harsh wind.

Above all, stay positive and don’t let a little rain dampen your spirits (see what we did

there?).

rain



Something we hear all the time is couples who are anxious that

they ‘aren’t very photogenic’ or ‘don’t look good in photographs’.

This is not true! Anybody can look great in front of the camera. It’s

all about being in the moment and trusting us. We aren’t into the

traditional ‘posed’ shots of sitting by the grand piano, or

smiling at the camera. We love capturing the pure magic and love

between you both. All we ask is that you trust us, and just be .......

Be in love•
• Be in the moment
• Be sincere
• Be happy
• Be relaxed
• Bewith each other

Just Be . . . . .
Oh, and trust us!! We will be looking at the light and what it is

doing to your faces - we will ensure that you are positioned at the

right angle to each other, so you both look AMAZING - we will

prompt you to tickle, snuggle, whisper and cuddle, and every so

often we will show you exactly what to do by doing it ourselves.

You’ve already said you love our photographs, but each and every

one has been carefully considered and composed, yet still looks

beautiful and natural. Because it is. Because the love and

sweetness between each couple is genuine - we just had a hand in

the composition.

We promise that the sheer joy and elation you are feeling will

ensure radiant, stunning photos - we’re just here to make sure

they are the best photographs they can be.

just be....



Love life and life will love you back. Love people
and theywill love you back.

Arthur Rubinstein



MAKE IT FUN

A lovely idea to add props to the photos for your album or ‘thank you’ postcards.

You can find alots of cool stuff by searching for ‘Wedding Props’ online.

A good website - www.etsy.com

EYE CONTACT

The trick to intimate photos with the bride and groom looking into each other’s eyes

is to keep close! Don’t worry about being able to see each other clearly, if you look

blurry to each other then chances are it’s a great photo!

HOLDING YOUR BOUQUET

Try to relax when holding your bouquet, yet be aware of how your holding it. Be sure

to keep your arms and hands soft, try not to tense up.

COMFORTABLE SHOES

Wearing shoes, while pretty, are not made for walking. A spare pair can be handy for

any time you need to walk from location to location. Your feet will thank you!

PERMISSION TO PHOTOGRAPH

Some public places require permission from an office of public works (OPW) or a

County Council. normally a phone call or email will be enough but occasionally a

letter or copy of photographers liability insurance will be required.

VOW

All that being said, some churches do require couples to recite a standard set of vows

to make the wedding official. And, while there’s really no way to get around that, we

do have a tip for couples who want a religious ceremony but also want to write their

own vows: do both! During your wedding ceremony, recite the standard vows that

your church requires. During your first look — or even during your post-ceremony

portrait session — read the vows you wrote to each other. If there’s anything better

than writing your own vows, it’s stepping away from the rush of the wedding day to

read those vows privately with the love of your life!

small tips



We should love, not fall in love, because
everything that falls gets broken.

Taylor Swift, singer and songwriter



Here’s a list of just a few of our favourite suppliers!

~ Cakes
The Cake Cuppery - www.thecakecuppery.ie

~ Hair
Lo Merryweather - www.loumerryweather.com

~ Makeup
Stacey at Making Faces - www.making-faces.ie

Lisa Shannon Makeup - www.lisashannonmakeup.com

Noeleen Cunningham - www.instagram.com/noeleenmua

~ Videography
Eye Capture Weddings - www.eyecaptureweddings.com

Edit House - www.edithouse.ie

D.art Wedding Stories - www.artweddingstories.com

~ Flowers
Fussy Peacock - fussypeacock.ie

~ Bands
Til Death do us Party - tilldeathdousparty.com

- Ceremony Music
Mia Fitzgerald - www.weddingsinger.ie
Meadhbh Walsh - facebook.com/meadhbhwalshmusic (Cork, Kerry + Limerick)

- Celebrant
Romy McAuley - www.abeautifulceremony.co.uk

favorite suppliers


